
PRODUCTION AGREEMENT

1. Parties

World Floorball Championships 2018 

Český florbal s.r.o.
Company registered in Business Register of Munucipal Court in Prague, 
partC, 128420,
Head Office: Lomnického 1705/5, 140 00, Praha 4 
Company Registration Number: 27945383,
VAT No: CZ 27945383,
bank account: IBAN CZ3801000000430259240257 
represented by  
(hereinafter ”CF”)

and

Česká televize
duly incorporated legal person in Czech Republic established 
by Act No. 483/1991 Coll., it is not registered in public register 
Head Office: Kavci hory, 140 70 Praha 4, Czech Republic 
Company Registration Number: 00027383 
VAT Number: CZ00027383 
Head Office in Prague, Czech Rep.
Bank Account: IBAN CZ60 0800 0000 0000 0169 8682 
represented by Petr Dvorak, Director General (CEO)
(hereinafter “CTV”)

1.1 Contact persons CF:

CTV:

2. Contract scope IFF World Floorball Championships 2018 - December 1 -  9 in Prague 
(hereinafter "Event”)

Whereas:
- CF is fully responsible for organization of the Event,
- CF has asked CTV to provide some services in production of TV signal 

(International Feed) of the Event,
- CT has agreed to provide services listed in this Agreement,

CF and CTV enter into this Agreement to arrange production of the 
International Feed of Matches of the Event. The Matches shall mean 
matches played at the Event that CF has announced CTV by written list 
delivered to CTV until 23rd of December 2018.

3. Production (i) CTV shall produce International Feed of  Matches of the Event with 
international broadcast quality HIGH DEFINITION (recommended) 16:9 
format clean of any domestic or commercial content of Matches with 
slow motion and replays, with CF official English graphics, with stereo 
international sound 1x HDD made available at CTV's SNG truck on-site or
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4. CTV responsibilities 

5. CF responsibilities

6. Price

7. Satellite Delivery

8. Termination

uplinked using MPEG 2 (or MPEG 4 if HD) encoding within a minimum 9 
MHz carrier (MPEG 2 encoding if needed).  

 
CTV shall provide one hard drive of all Matches 

including the International Feed, with graphics, with audio (1&2: Stereo 
International Sound; 3: English Commentary).

(ii) CTV shall stream International Feed of all Matches on the Internet,

(iii) CTV shall produce the highlights of all Matches (approx. 5 minutes 
duration of each) and shall stream all this highlights on the Internet.

CTV is responsible for production of International Feed. CTV shall bear the 
costs related to the production of International Feed  

 according to this Agreement. But CTV 
shall not bear following cost:

- Satellite delivery and distribution including uplink/downlink

CF shall provide satellite coordination, distribution and delivery of the 
International Feed to international broadcasters.

CF shall provide the rest of services that are required for host 
broadcasting of the Event including media center, commentary positions 
and unilateral positions.

CF ensures that the CTV will receive the needed accreditations at the 
venues and needed cooperation to enable production of International 
Feed.

CF shall provide Event's result service and the match graphics to be 
included by CTV to the International Feed.

CF shall specify list of subscribers of the International Feed for the 
streaming on the Internet and deliver such written list CTV until 23 of 
November 2018. CF shall provide CTV tools for the purpose of geo- 
blocked streaming on the Internet.

As a payment for the services provided by CTV according to article 3 of 
this Agreement the CF shall pay   to CTV; this sum 
shall be due within 30 days since receipt of the invoice. CT shall deliver 
the invoice to CF after signature of this Agreement. In the invoice the 
contact person of CTV shall be mentioned.

CF shall provide free of charge satellite downlink of the International Feed 
to CTV to be broadcast by CTV in the territory of Czech Republic.

Either parties may terminate this Agreement if the other party fails to 
observe or perform any of its obligations hereunder, in whole or in part, for 
any reason whatsoever except in the cases of Force Majeure, if such 
failure is not remedied as soon as possible but in any event no later than 5 
(five) business days after being called upon to do so by written notice.
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♦

9. Force Major An unforeseen circumstance, which allows both parties to withdraw from
this Agreement, without any consequences what so ever, are 
circumstances which have appeared after signing this Agreement, which 
the parties are not in control of and cannot without excessive actions be 
altered or avoided, These factors are war, rebellion, and official 
confiscation of property, natural catastrophe, abrupt mass transportation or 
delivery of electricity, strike, fire, the cease of general communication 
channels or any other factor similar to these
The party, which wants to claim the unforeseen circumstance, has 
instantly in writing inform the other party of the situation in question and 
the ending of it.

10. Confidentiality The Parties agree that information in this Agreement highlighted in yellow
is confidential (e.g. as a business secret) and neither contracting Party 
shall disclose such information to any third party without the prior written 
consent of the other Party. This prohibition remains in effect after the 
performance of the Agreement is completed or terminated, with the 
exception of information: (i) that the Licensee provides to third parties 
within a regular scope in relation to the preparation, production, distribution 
and/or promotion of its program content to which this Agreement relates 
and/or in relation to its own promotion; (ii) that a contracting Party provides 
or makes public based on a legal regulation; and (iii) that a contracting 
Party provides to its specialist advisors and/or other associates equally 
bound by the legal and/or contractual duty of confidentiality. This 
Agreement shall be made accessible to general public in accordance with 
Czech law provided that information highlighted in yellow was redacted. 
This Agreement shall be made accessible also to International Floorball 
Federation as the organization which delegated CF to organize the event.

11. Law This Agreement shall be governed by the Czech law and be subject to the
exclusive jurisdiction of the Courts of Czech Republic.

12. Final Provisions 

Any amendment to this Agreement must be in writing, signed by all 
parties.
This Agreement is drawn up in the English language in two originals and 
Parties by its signatures confirms that this Agreement is complete and 
legally binding.

This Contract is signed, in two identical copies, and takes precedence automatically when both parties 
have signed this Agreement.

In Prague on *T / "S 'l i ^ In Prague, on
Č

Petr Dvorak
Director General
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